Noninvasive gadolinium-enhanced three dimensional computed tomography coronary angiography.
Although the use of gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast agents for angiographic studies of abdominal aorta, renal vasculature, and digital subtraction angiography has been reported, no studies have shown their diagnostic efficacy and image quality in coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA). The aim of this study is to evaluate the image quality of Gd-based contrast agents during coronary CTA. A phantom study was done to evaluate the attenuation of serial dilutions of Gd and iodinated agents. This study was done on a 64-slice multirow detector CT (MDCT) scanner and e-speed scanner and CT attenuation Hounsfield units (CTHU) were compared. We evaluated 35 consecutive patients who underwent Gd-enhanced CTA. CTHU of aorta was measured at first, mid, and lowest slice levels with and without contrast administration. The image quality was graded on the basis of visualization of the coronary arteries (scale I-III; III demonstrating diagnostic image quality of the distal-most vessels). In a substudy, four patients with borderline renal insufficiency underwent CTA using Gd and iodinated contrast agents admixed in a 50:50 ratio. The phantom study showed that enhancement of various dilutions of Gd and iodine resulted in near identical CTHU with both e-speed and 64-slice scanners (r(2) > or = 0.997). Mean CTHU with contrast at the top slice was 116 HU, at middle slice was 125 HU, and at the lower slice was 93 (111.14 +/- 22). Quality evaluation showed 2 grade III, 9 grade II, and 24 grade I images (average quality of images 1.35). Mean CTHU was 222. Gd-enhanced contrast medium provides adequate enhancement of coronary vasculature, allowing for diagnostic evaluation of coronary arteries with new CT systems. Use of newer generations of multirow detector CT scanners should further enhance the quality of images.